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‘And swore by him that lives for ever and ever, who created Heaven, and the things that therein
are, and the Earth, and the things that therein are, and the Sea, and the things which are
therein, that there should be Time no longer’. -Revelation 10:6

The topic of Doomsday, as a fear for Humanity is not new. It has been around for a long
time, since the Fall of Adam and Eve. The topic especially comes to light when the
World finds itself in precarious ‘Nexus Points’ of Transition and Change. Most People
during the Dark Ages that experienced the Black Plague, no doubt believed that the
Doomsday Clock was pushed to ‘100 Seconds to Midnight’, as it is now. It was also
pertinent during World War 1. Millions died of a useless, meaningless but wellorchestrated World War. In fact, it was said that it was the ‘War to end all Wars’.
Then with the development of the Atomic Bomb, that was used to end World War 2, no
doubt many People in the World thought that all of Humanity had sit its course for
Doomsday. That someday, some hour, some second, an Atomic Holocaust would and
will occur. Since 1945, ‘Doomsday’ has not happened, yet. But according to the Bible, it
will. When? If one reads such books as Daniel, Zechariah and Revelation, it will occur
during the last Period of Time called the Tribulation Period or Jacob’s Trouble.
It will be the case where the Doomsday Clock will have struck ‘Midnight’ and the Forces
of Destruction will engulf the entire Planet. It will be because of Divine Judgement. The
scale of ‘Doom’ and ‘Gloom’ will be unimaginable as Billions, not Millions will die of War,
Famine, Pestilence, Natural Disasters and Astronomical Phenomena. Why? This time is
what the Bible calls the Day of the LORD or the Day of Christ. It is basically a pouringout of Divine Judgment by Jesus Christ against the Evil Forces of Lucifer and his
Minions that currently have a Death Grip over Humanity and the Planet.
The last 7 Years of Human History before Jesus returns occurs after the end of the
Church Age. Lucifer will, to an extent covert the Earth into a Prison Planet. This
transformation is presently under way through COVID. But it will be the Rapture event
that will signal, when in actuality, the Doomsday Clock will strike the proverbial Midnight.
The Doomsday Clock is a euphemism or metaphor with graphic of an actual depiction of
a Clock with Arms nearing the Midnight Hour. Presently, it reads, ‘It is 100 Seconds (1
minute 40 seconds) to Midnight’. This display has come-out and has been picked-up by
the International Media since it debuted its alarming message and depiction. The
Agency that is responsible for putting this Dire Warning is called the Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientists. Why has the Doomsday Clock become a notoriety of late? COVID.
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Doomsday Scenarios
The whole COVID ‘Plandemic’ is a throwback to the Spanish Flu. But what is occurring,
is Mass Genocide, not from the Family of Corona Viruses that has a 99% Recovery
Rate, but from the now Forced Injection Mandate. Doomsday requires all Humans
needing to be shot-up with an Experimental Solution that has been now known to cause
Death, if not permanent damage to a person’s Body. However, the underlying message
of such an Agency, is Globalist at its core. How so? It is advocating for a Centralized
World Government. So, their hope is in Science, but it is their version of Science and
Government oversight. What is rather striking though is that this group, although taking
advantage of the COVID Mass Psychosis really has an ulterior motive.
They believe it is Climate Change that is the most pressing issue facing the Planet now.
Solution? Reduce Population. In fact, their main argument is that Governments are not
listening to Scientists and are allowing ‘Misinformation’ to be propagated to the Masses.
It is as though the Masses are not keen or cannot make their own Informed Consent
Decisions. No. Questioning, a 2nd Opinion or Natural Immunity are not allowed now in
their version of Scientism. Solution? Censorship. Welcome to the Brave New World and
1984. It seems the forewarning of George Orwell before his death called on Humanity to
‘Stop’ the Trajectory of Tyranny that he clearly agreed the World was on, 1984.
He correctly predicted that the Last Generation of Humanity would ‘Own Nothing and be
Happy’. That the State would own everything but in exchange for ‘Peace and Safety’, all
Humans that survived their COVID Purges would be allowed to live as a ‘GMO’ Hybrid.
And that all forms of Civil Liberties would not exist. That the sole aim of a Human was to
serve and work for the benefit of the State, etc. This is what is occurring now in the
World. It is the systematic demolition of the Old World Order. The time is now that the
‘Transition’ and ‘Reset’ is taking place, whether a Human likes it or not.
The difference with prior Doomsday Scenarios and Nexus Points in history is that at no
other time in Human History did Technology exist to do what is occurring now. What?
Surveil Humanity 24/7, and now interface A.I Nano-Technology with Living Human
Tissue. So, who are these Doomsday Clock Advocates? The Bulletin of Atomic
Scientists was founded in 1945 by Albert Einstein of all People. Today, for example,
there has been former California Governor Jerry Brown, who served as Executive Chair
of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. They believed that due to the Atomic Potential of
Humanity to destroy itself, an Apocalypse is statistically now probably and likely. This is
true, Biblically speaking, but they will not stop it. And it is they that brings Doomsday.
The irony is that is such People that weald the Power of the Atom will unleash that upon
Humanity. They already have. According to their definition of what is ‘Midnight’, it is the
‘Time’ Humanity gets close to ending its Civilization. The Science and Security Board
meets twice annually to discuss Global Events in a deliberative manner. But over the
years, the main threat of Nuclear Armageddon has also incorporated the Environmental
Agenda. Their solution? Forcibly reduce Human Population, ‘by any means possible’.
Hello COVID Genocidal Forced Injections. There are Critics who point out that the Clock
is bias for example. One such discrepancy deals with the Cuban Missile Crisis.
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Missed Timing
The criticism was that the Doomsday Clock was less ‘timed’ than at any change since
2007. The argument was and is that the Cuban Missile Crisis was a real existential
threat with the World on the brink of a true Atomic Holocaust and it failed to reflect this.
The idea and Metaphor of having a pictorial Doomsday Clock came in 1947. The main
proponents came from the Scientists in Chicago that worked in the Manhattan Project.
Since then, the Doomsday Clock has been set every year by the Science and Security
Board within the Agency. But it has not been until COVID that the Metaphor has taken
on a more urgent declaration in having the Clock be at 100 Seconds to Midnight. Why?
Well, it is because their objections and rationale are in lock-step with that of the
Luciferian Globalists. Now, on the outset, their concerns of a Doomsday are legitimate.
There are real problems at the international level that require international cooperation.
But with the Trillions, not Billions at the disposal of all World Governments, Corporations
and Agencies, there is absolutely no excuse why there should be Wars, Famines,
Pestilences, Hunger and Poverty. With all the Trillions that have been invested in
Military Expenditures alone in the USA, that would/could provide for everyone in the
USA to own a home and not be homeless for example.
But that is not the aim of the Luciferian Globalists. What is? It is to Reduce Humanity.
Why? The issue is a spiritual problem. In fact, the Bible teaches that the root cause of
all of Humanity’s ailments and problems, stems from their State of Deception by the
God of Planet Earth, that being Lucifer. It is he that deceives and blinds the Hearts and
Minds of People and Nations. He uses Stealing, Murder, and Destruction to devastate
the crowning Creation of YHVH, Man and Woman. Why? They, above all Created
Beings every made, have been fashioned in the Image and Likeness of YHVH, the
Creator.
In other words, there is presently a War for the Soul of Humanity and the Planet. Lucifer
is seeking to maintain his Power over Humanity due to their joining his Rebellion against
the Creator YHVH. But due to that disobedience, Humanity succumbed to the Laws of
Sin, Destruction and Death. Lucifer since then has sought to convert Earth into a Prison
Planet, wholesale with him at the Top of the Pyramid, the All-Seeing Eye or Ayin. He
only seeks to be forcibly served and worshipped. And with only his ‘Cabinet’ of the 13,
the Council of the 300 and so forth to rule an enslaved Humanity. And that it is to be
‘Maintained below 500 Million in perpetual Harmony with Nature’. Presently, it is
estimated that in reality, Lucifer’s top .0001% own 99% of the Wealth on Earth.
And that by 2030, these few 1-20 Families will own literally everything on Earth,
included Humans. Now, what is presently frustrating their Protocols is that the Body of
Christ is still on Earth. The Bible teaches that it is the ‘Restraining Force that keeps fullon Evil from manifesting. Now, once the Church Age ends with the ResurrectionRapture event, it will make way for the coming AntiChrist that will be debuted. It will be
‘him, with Trillions at his disposal, far beyond the GDP of Nations’, as Prince Charles
stated at COP26 Climate Summit that will be given Power to rule the World. Thus, their
coming Rest, really is also pegged to their Doomsday Clock.
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A Time to Reset
One is of the belief that once the Clock does get moved to ‘Midnight’, that will be in
tandem with the Rapture. It will be the ‘Time’ to debut their Messiah Savior and Lord.
They expect him to lead the New World Order into their Reset. How? One COVID
Injection at a time that is currently being incrementally implemented now. And this,
thanks to the ‘Plandemic’. What the Scientists fail to acknowledge, given the COVID
Farce is that their so-called Remedy, the ‘Vaccine’, which is not, is the ‘Solution’, the
Final Solution. And everyone must take it order to work, travel, buy food or gather. This
is the dystopian Luciferian Plan. It is not about the COVID Virus, who has the Death
Rate of a severe Flu, any given season.
There are far worse ailments and conditions that People die from; Diabetes, Heart
Attacks, Obesity, Kidney Disease, Cancers, etc. Yet, the entire World has been
‘Spellbound’ and deceived to shut down. A Military Police State is emerging that is everincreasing their power to gather and arrest People who refuse what Dr. Zelenko calls
the ‘Poison Death Shot’. They talk about ‘listen to the Scientists and Doctors’, except
those that have contrary research and proof that COVID is a Bio-Weapon and that
Natural Immunity is better. Such are censored as ‘Conspiracy’ Misinformation.
Although a Nuclear and Global Warming Apocalypse is something to be concerned
about, again, it is not that the Luciferian Globalists have made the Earth a safer place to
live in but. It is they that have fomented the agitated Nations against each other and
have polluted the Earth. There are present Nuclear hotspots. You have Russia vs.
Ukraine. Israel vs. Iran. Red China vs. Taiwan, etc. Such countries have now the latest
research and development that has produced Hypersonic Nuclear Weapons. They are
so fast, that they become virtually undetectable and unstoppable with any conventional
current arsenals. And what are National Governments doing instead as directed?
They are not focusing on the External Existential Threats, but those that are seen as
Domestic. For example, in the USA, the Federal Government is going after Protesting
Mothers at Local School Board Meetings for raising questions and/or have objections
that they have to have their Children permanently Masked and Shot-Up by a supposed
‘Vaccine’ that is not provide Immunity nor Protection; it does not work. The shots result
in Death or Permanent Damage. There is no Liability on the part of the Giant
Pharmaceuticals. And their CEO’s boast of how they impose their evil and project that
onto the innocent. How so?
In early November 2021, for example the CEO of Pfizer, Albert Bourla, whose Family
fled Spain to Greece stated that, in paraphrase, that ‘Those who spew-out
Misinformation about the dangers of their Vaccine are in it for the money’. Yet, here is
the prime example of a Luciferian Globalist that is the one propagating Misinformation
that his ‘Vaccines’ are ‘Safe and Effective’. His shots are killing People, causing instant
Miscarriages, Heart Failure, Paralysis, etc. Nonetheless, it is he that is in it for the
money. He is making Trillions of Dollars on Government Contracts thanks to their
Luciferian Mandate to Force Inject the entire World. Such hypocrisy, as he has not
taken their own Shot, nor his Family ever will. But this is how they operate.
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A Time For the Gods
They consider themselves above the Law and ‘Gods’. In level, they are correct. At no
other time in Human History, except in the Days of Noah has certain People now have
the technology to create life and alter the Genetic Code of Mankind. And? They will use
that knowledge to re-create Man into their own ‘Image and Likeness’. To this end, the
Doomsday Agency put out their Statement of why they moved their Clock to 100
Seconds to Midnight. It was really all Disinformation. They essentially said that
Conspiracy Theories cause the death of People, like during the January 6 Protests. Yet,
they will never admit that Antifa and BLM and undercover FBI and CIA Agentur’s
fomented the event to precisely have such an outcome.
Such an Agency refused to acknowledge the Billions of Dollars lost on Property
Damages and more People being Killed in the streets when Black Lives Matter and
Antifa burnt-down entire City Blocks. They speak about reducing the Carbon ‘Footprint’,
but this is really ‘Code’ for Scientifically implementing Genocide. It means ‘Reducing
Humans’. It has begun. COVID Injections is a live and active ‘Soft Genocide’. In
Australia, it has been reported that the Army is being trained to ‘catch Anti-Vaxxers that
flee’ when they come to round them up to the COVID Camps. They have rounded-up
the Aboriginals in certain parts already.
These exercises are Beta Tests for the whole Nations eventually. It is rather interesting
also to note that where there has been the most Tyrannical and Draconian repression,
are those places that have or have had the illumination and knowledge of the True
Gospel of Jesus Christ. These Nations are Australia, New Zealand, Canada, the United
Kingdom, Central and Northern Europe, and the USA. These Nations and Peoples were
once the Beacon of Rugged Individualism, Civil Rights, Freedom and Christianity. No
more. Sadly, within the Generations after World War 2, the infiltration of all aspects of
each respective Societies have now collapsed. Why?
Most have turned their backs on the True Gospel Light of Jesus Christ. Thus, the
‘Hedge of Protection’ has been removed. And now the Luciferians are able to go for the
most vulnerable and weak ones first. So, to summarize, the notion of a Doomsday and
a Clock that is tracking such a possible Apocalypse is real and will occur. Back in 1947,
when the Doomsday Clock was first introduced, it was set to 7 Minutes to Midnight. The
clock has been moved backward eight times and forward 16 times. According to their
data, the Clock has been set about 24 times since then. It was only in 1991 that the
Arms of the Doomsday Clock were set back to 17 minutes. In 2017, the Clock was at 2
Minutes. But since COVID, it has been moved to 100 Seconds to Midnight.
Normally the Doomsday Clock is ‘adjusted’ ever January, but the acceleration of the
Luciferian Globalist Agenda is on overdrive presently. As the World is COVID-Fatigued
due to the sustained ‘Emergency’ that will never be reversed, new excuses and new
Variants, such as the Delta, Omicron and others will now be a perpetual normalcy. And?
Every Human, will have to have regular ‘Booster’ Shots that are essentially like
Computer Downloads needed to Upgrade their Applications. Why? It is because the 4th
Industrial Revolution that is taking place now is based on fusing Man with Machine.
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The Doomsday Clock has come to represent the likelihood of such an event that they
consider is solely ‘Man-Made’. Although this is true to an extent, what the Scientist
refuse to acknowledge or ignore is that Doomsday, or the Day of the LORD is coming
and it will not be Man-Made, but Jesus-Made. The Bible is replete with Doomsday
Clocks. There was one during the time of Noah, wherein, YHVH forewarned Noah that
YHVH would ‘strive with Man any longer’ and that his days would be 120. This was
metaphorical and prophetic at the same time. It speaks of 120 Jubilees of Time and how
many years Noah prepared to when the Flood came. Then there was the Countdown to
when Sodom and Gomorrah were to meet their Doom.
It was not permitted until Lot and his family, those willing to go out with the Angels, that
the city was to be destroyed. There was also the Clock that counted-down to when the
Israelites were to ‘exit’ out of Egypt. There was the Clock that YHVH set to punish the
rebellious Jewish Nation as it was exiled to Babylon for 70 Years. It was Daniel who
recognized the ‘End of the Time’ or Clock. Then there was the Clock Jesus forewarned
the evil Religious Leaders of Israel in that if they would ‘Destroy this Temple, Jesus
would raise in in 3 Days’. Jesus was referring to His Body. But it gave dire Doomsday
Clock for when the 2nd Temple was literally destroyed.
Then there the Clock of when Israel returned in Modern Times to the Promised Land,
although in ‘Unbelief’ as Ezekiel foretold. It was in 1948 that the literal Doomsday Clock
is to occur. It will start with the Rapture event that will thereafter allow for the ‘Reset’ to
occur as the Luciferin Globalist Savior and Lord is revealed. But it is ultimately Jesus
who is the Time Keeper. He holds the End from the Beginning, and time. And He has
set a time frame of 7000 Years of Human History wherein, Days for Millenia are to be
clocked. What is occurring now in the World, is the staging for Doomsday. Time is
running out of this special Time called the Church Age.
Yet millions of People refuse to acknowledge the Saving Work of Jesus that could and
would afford their escaped from when the Doomsday reaching Midnight. It is precisely
at that Midnight Hour, that Jesus will be calling-up His Bride, to escape like Lot, like
Noah. This is the time, the Day of Salvation. Do not run out of time in calling upon the
Name of Jesus for Salvation. It is He, that now promises Eternal Life, that is a perpetual
Existence where one is not bound by the restraints of Space and Time. It is rather
interesting that in both cases, the same ‘Countdown’ sequence and Protocols are being
used and anticipated by the opposing Forces of Good and Evil. Time is ticking. What
Time is it, Mason? It is your Doom.
________________________
Main Sources
Hebcal.com
TheBulletin.org
Wikipedia.org
The Doomsday Clock, explained
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jCnWPbn-ZKo
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Free Online Resources for Further Research
Countdown to Armageddon
https://www.postscripts.org/armageddon.html
Iran Nuclear Showdown
https://www.postscripts.org/iran.html
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